INTRODUCTION

Postoperative pleural adhesion becomes the clinical problem in some patients with poor respiratory functional impairment. Improper placement of chest tube may cause iatrogenic lung injury. We report herein a case with pneumothorax with complicated pleural adhesion in an elderly, who was successfully evaluated pneumothorax using chest computerized tomography (CT) scan.

CASE REPORT

A 77-year-old man presented with acute breathlessness. He had a history of smoking 20 cigarettes per day for 45 years, but stopped smoking at the age of 74. He had pneumothorax of the right three times, which was treated surgically two times. On arrival, he was clear and ambulatory. The vital signs were stable: blood pressure was 130/80 mmHg, pulse rate 84 beats per minute, respiratory rate 16 breaths per minute, and body temperature 37.0°C. Physically, auscultation of the lung revealed clear breath sounds except over the left lung field where breath sounds were diminished. The remainder of the physical examination was unremarkable. A plain chest radiograph demonstrated a right pneumothorax with complicated pleural adhesion. Arterial blood gas analysis revealed that PaO₂ was 64.2 torr, PaCO₂ 43.2 torr, and pH 7.418. As the postero-anterior radiograph demonstrated a pneumothorax with pleural adhesion, therefore, a chest CT scan was performed. This demonstrated a pneumothorax with complicated pleural adhesion to some parts of the anterior and posterior parietal pleura (Figure 1). A drainage tube (Aspiration Kit: 6 Fr) was inserted avoiding the pleural adhesion parts not to injure the lung. The complicated pneumothorax was successfully treated with the chest tube.

DISCUSSION

It is well known that postoperative pleural adhesion may develop in any surgeries for pleural or pulmonary lesions, although video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery lowers the incidence of adhesion to the chest wall (1-3). In the majority patients, postoperative pleural adhesion rarely becomes the clinical problem unless additional thoracic surgeries are required. But it may become problem in some patients with poor respiratory functional impairment. Improper placement of chest tube may cause iatrogenic lung injury. Complicated adhesion between pleura and chest wall may cause hemothorax which requires emergency operation (4). Recurrent pneumothoraces, which require chest tube drainage or surgical approach again, develop especi-
ally in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or those with pulmonary fibrosis (5,6). When a recurrent pneumothorax occurs in these patients, it may become an overlooked because its signs and symptoms often resemble those of the underlying lung disease. In these patients, lungs are vulnerable to such injury, which deteriorates cardiopulmonary condition acutely. Breathlessness and chest pain may be the principal symptoms of pneumothorax. The degree of breathlessness may be often related to the degree of pneumothorax, but chest pain may not necessarily be related to the degree of pleural adhesion. In the present patient, he had breathlessness, but did not complain any chest pain.

If postoperative complicated pleural adhesion exists, the insertion of thoracic drain tube may become difficult. In addition, it is supposed that the frequency of iatrogenic pulmonary injury with the insertion of the drain tube becomes higher. Deneuville evaluated morbidity of percutaneous tube thoracostomy in trauma patients, and reported complication rate of improper placement with iatrogenic injuries to the lung or subclavian vein was 7% in 134 percutaneous tube thoracostomy (7). There were some patients with complicated pleural adhesion, who were properly selected chest drainage tube insertion part (8-10). To our knowledge, however, there has been no report about the complication rate in patients with COPD or pulmonary fibrosis.

In our patient, management of the postoperative complicated pneumothorax was greatly enhanced by a CT scan. The CT scan confirmed the diagnosis, demonstrated the site and size of the pneumothorax, identified complicated adhesions between visceral pleura and chest wall, and indicated the optimum site of drainage. The plain chest radiograph did not prove to be sufficient for therapeutic decision-making. Therefore, in patients who develop postoperative recurrent pneumothorax, it is mandatory to perform chest CT scan and evaluate the presence of complicated pleural adhesions. To find the optimal insertion part for chest drainage tube, chest CT scan can provide useful information. The degree of complicated pneumothorax seen on the chest CT scan may be difficult to find the optimum site of drainage.
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Figure 1. A chest CT scan was performed. This demonstrated a pneumothorax with complicated pleural adhesion to some parts of the anterior and posterior parietal pleura.
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